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Abstract

Blockchain-based systems are enjoying unbroken 
popularity. Different economic and social actors 
are investigating their application for fostering de-
centralization and separation of power. Whether a 
blockchain-based system can live up to such goals is 
heavily determined by the choice of a consensus pro-
tocol – the rules by which participants agree on what 
gets added to the blockchain. Bitcoin’s consensus 
protocol is inherently decentralization-enabling, at a 
notoriously high ecological cost. So-called permis-
sioned protocols, while incomparably more efficient, 

are dismissed as being closed-off and “centralized”. 
Federated blockchain systems represent a midd-
le ground between these two extremes and promi-
se to offer openness and security without sacrificing 
ecological sustainability. As a rough approximation, 
their approach can be described as bootstrapping 
consensus from a web of trust. In this overview ar-
ticle, after a short review of the Bitcoin approach and 
possible alternatives to it, we introduce the ideas be-
hind federated blockchain systems and discuss their 
impact on future blockchain systems.

* Disclaimer: This article is intended for a technology-interested but essentially non-technical audience. For aiding comprehension, 
some concepts will be described in more high-level terms. Please consult the cited works for details and formal write-ups.
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1 Introduction

1 Despite their name, consensus protocols do not typically require all participants to agree but are rather based on different 
forms of majority voting.

2 The blockchain is essentially a shared register, often also called a distributed ledger. Full copies of the blockchain are 
stored by multiple, if not all, interested parties.

3 https://stellar.org
4 https://mobilecoin.com/

Blockchain-based systems [4] are enjoying unbro-
ken popularity. Different economic and social actors 
are investigating their application for fostering de-
centralization and separation of power. Whether a 
blockchain-based system can live up to such goals is 
heavily determined by the choice of a consensus pro-
tocol – the rules by which participants agree1 on what 
gets added to the blockchain2 , and in what order. 
Different consensus protocols build upon different 
assumptions about the identities of participants and 
the relationships between them. On one end of the 
spectrum, in what is commonly called permissioned 
systems, a static group of so-called validators is se-
lected in an a priori, “top-down” manner. The permis-
sioned approach thereby shifts much of the burden of 
achieving “decentralization” outside of the technical 
system, and is hence viewed with skepticism by pro-
ponents of radically open systems such as Bitcoin 
[21, 17]. Bitcoin-like systems (usually cryptocur-
rencies) occupy the other end of the spectrum and 
are commonly called permissionless – no knowledge 
about other participants is assumed and the ability to 
influence consensus is determined by the continuous 
investment of computing resources (mining). While 
this approach has so far proven effective at securing 
valuable global networks such as the Bitcoin net-
work, it is also vastly resource-inefficient and thus 
unsustainable from an ecological standpoint. Vari-
ous attempts have been made to develop more en-
ergy-efficient permissionless consensus approaches, 
for example so-called Proof-of-Stake [19] protocols. 
Despite significant research and development, criti-
cal obstacles to realizing fully permissionless, secure 
and yet non-wasteful consensus systems remain (we 
discuss some of these challenges below).

Federated blockchain systems are located on the 
middle ground of the permissioned–permission-
less spectrum. They represent a promising new 
approach for reconciling aspirations to decentral-
ity and openness with the necessity of ecological 
sustainability. We loosely define a federated block-
chain system as a blockchain system that is built 
upon the Federated Byzantine Agreement System 
(FBAS) model of consensus [18] or a closely re-
lated model such as the Asymmetric Quorum Sys-
tem (AQS) or Personal Byzantine Quorum System 
(PBQS) [11] models. In very rough terms, all of 
these models describe structures reminiscent of a 
“web of trust” or social network, with some ex-
tra complexity. Each participant, modeled as a 
network node, defines its own rules about which 
groups of other nodes it requires agreement from. 
Protocols like the Stellar Consensus Protocol 
(SCP) [18] leverage the resulting structure for es-
tablishing a consensus system [6, 15, 10]. A feder-
ated blockchain system uses SCP, or a similar pro-
tocol, for agreeing on the state of the blockchain. 
A visual overview is given in Figure 1. Examples 
for federated blockchain systems include the pop-
ular Stellar3 [10] and MobileCoin4 [16] networks. 
In terms of ecological costs, federated blockchain 
systems are incomparably more sustainable than, 
for example, Bitcoin.

Not every web-like structure can be used for boot-
strapping a useful federated blockchain system. 
Federated blockchain systems are only live (i.e., 
capable of producing new blocks) and safe (i.e., 
protected against inconsistencies) if the interplay 
between individual node configurations results in 
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certain global properties. In our work [2], we focus 
on the conditions and dynamics under which these 
properties emerge, or fail to emerge. One of our key 
results is that an often-small group of nodes is ex-
clusively relevant for determining liveness buffers, 
i.e., how many nodes can become faulty before live-
ness is lost. We also find that it can be quite hard 
for nodes to become part of this top tier, raising the 

5 We focus on the FBAS model in favor of related models due to its currently higher practical relevance. At the level of 
abstraction of this article, the differences to the AQS or PBQS models are negligible.

6 Up-to date estimates are available, for example, via the Cambridge Bitcoin Electricity Consumption Index (https://cbeci.org/). 
At the time of writing, the index estimates that the energy consumption of Bitcoin is higher than that of the Netherlands.

question to what extent federated blockchain sys-
tems are actually better than permissioned ones.

In this article, we give an overview over possible al-
ternatives to the energy-hungry “Bitcoin approach”, 
introduce federated blockchain systems and FBASs5 
in greater detail and finally discuss the potential im-
pact of these ideas on future blockchain systems.

2 Non-Permissioned and yet Non-Wasteful Consensus

Bitcoin [21, 17] is well known as the first and biggest 
(i.a., by market capitalization) decentralized crypto-
currency. Bitcoin is also well known, however, for 
its immense energy usage6, which is an inherent re-
sult of its underlying consensus protocol. Bitcoin 
consensus is based on the concept of Proof-of-Work 
(PoW): nodes are allowed to participate in the form-
ing of new blockchain blocks in proportion to their 
investment of computing resources. The energy con-
sumption of Bitcoin is (game-theoretically) designed 

to rise with the price of the underlying cryptocurren-
cy and may therefore potentially reach even higher 
levels in the future, further threatening global sus-
tainability goals.

One of the main functions of PoW in Bitcoin is the 
protection against Sybil attacks [22], which is eas-
ily one of the greatest challenges when designing 
non-permissioned systems. In a Sybil attack, an 
adversary creates a large number of fake identities 

Figure 1: In federated blockchain systems, the blockchain (on the right) is secured by leveraging 
preexisting relationships between nodes (on the left)
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and uses them to influence voting-based process-
es and distort the “majority view”. Aiming at de-
centralization and openness, the Bitcoin network is 
comprised of peers that can join anonymously and 
without asking for permission in any way (hence 
the term permissionless). However, these are the 
exact preconditions for adversaries to create an 
unbounded number of fake identities and thereby 
undermine protocol mechanisms, i.e., to mount a 
Sybil attack. PoW-based consensus is resistant to 
such attacks by granting consensus “voting rights” 
not based on identities, but based on the amounts 
of continuously invested energy. Permissionless al-
ternatives to PoW must identify a similar resource 
that cannot easily be scaled by an adversary.

A popular idea for realizing permissionless and 
yet energy-efficient consensus is to replace PoW 
with Proof-of-Stake (PoS) [19, 17, 7]. In a PoS-
based consensus protocol, nodes participate in 
consensus in proportion to the amount of crypto-
currency units they possess and are willing to “in-
vest” (the cryptocurrency units are locked away 
for a certain period in exchange for voting rights). 
PoS is often cited as a viable alternative to PoW. 
However, fundamental flaws in the PoS approach 
exist that make its merit for powering secure and 
decentralized systems questionable. Among other 
things, PoS systems are more vulnerable to his-
tory rewriting attacks (in what is also known as a 
long-range attack or costless simulation attack). 
If an adversary compromises enough cryptocur-
rency addresses to control the majority of funds at 
any point in the “past”, he can create a fork of the 
blockchain starting from that point [7]. The fault-
iness of this fork is only detectable under strong 
assumptions about network coherence7 or through 
the use of trusted third parties. Other arguments 
against PoS include the fact that the allocation 
of voting rights based on monetary resources can 
yield systems that are plutocratic, i.e., ultimately 
not quite egalitarian.

7 Which can be difficult to satisfy in practice, as we also demonstrate in own works such as [8].
8 https://diem.com/

PoS is notably not the only contester in the field 
of permissionless and yet energy-efficient consen-
sus. It is, however, the by far best-researched and 
-tested one. The amount of drawbacks and chal-
lenges that the PoS approach still faces is symp-
tomatic of the more general difficulty of enabling 
Sybil-resistant consensus without resorting to any 
form of existing knowledge about nodes. Permis-
sioned systems such as the Diem8 cryptocurrency 
(prominently pushed by Facebook/Meta) or block-
chain networks based on the Hyperledger Fabric 
[13] platform incorporate such knowledge. They 
require that a group of nodes is agreed upon a priori 
to serve as validators and participate in consensus 
(exclusively). How this group is selected remains 
outside of the technical scope. For example, ques-
tions of decentralization can be offloaded to exter-
nal governance structures such as foundations. The 
lack of trust in non-technical decision-making or-
gans is possibly one of the reasons for the gene-
sis of decentralized cryptocurrencies like Bitcoin, 
however. Can decentralization and separation of 
power still be realized through some clever techno-
logical design, creating a compelling alternative to 
energy-hungry systems such as Bitcoin?

In the more general context of designing Sybil-re-
sistant systems, a well-researched middle way be-
tween non-technical access control and permis-
sionless proof-of-X-type approaches is to leverage 
existing one-to-one relationships between partici-
pants, most notably their social network (see, e.g., 
[20] for an overview). Social network-based Sybil 
defense mechanisms leverage the fact that while an 
adversary might be able to create Sybil identities 
and simulate relationships between them, resulting 
Sybil clusters will be connected to the remaining 
network only weakly. The underlying assumption 
is that the forming of connections to honest nodes 
is hard and not arbitrarily scalable for an adversary, 
i.e., that he cannot fool an arbitrary number of hon-
est participants an arbitrary number of times. To the 
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best of our knowledge, the first system that builds 
upon this type of assumption for bootstrapping a se-
cure consensus system is the Ripple network [14]. 
Here, each node operator decides by himself which 
subset of the node population, or unique node list 
(UNL), his nodes will consider as relevant. For 
example, he might select nodes operated by trust-
worthy organizations, or nodes operated by friends. 
In essence, the sum of all individual UNLs defines 

9 We use numbers here for naming nodes, for simplicity and conciseness. Still, the reader is free to imagine his own names 
based on entities that he considers particularly trustworthy. Node 0 could be the Weizenbaum Institute, for example, node 1 …

10 A directed edge in the graph implies that the edge’s head node is included in the tail node’s quorum set. Note that any rep-
resentation of an FBAS as a regular graph is necessarily incomplete, as constraints such as “m out of n nodes must agree” 
cannot be modelled.

a “web of trust” between the nodes. Given suffi-
cient overlap between all UNLs, the resulting sys-
tem becomes capable of safe and live consensus. 
However, the specific criteria for achieving safety 
are quite strict, resulting in a high risk of systems 
evolving to become de-facto permissioned [14, 10]. 
Ripple’s UNL model is, in essence, a strictly less 
expressive predecessor to the FBAS model, which 
we will discuss in the following.

3 From FBASs to Federated Blockchain Systems

Federated blockchain systems are blockchain sys-
tems bootstrapped from a Federated Byzantine 
Agreement System (FBAS) [18] or a related for-
malization (for example [1], [11]; we use the FBAS 
model in the following). The security and perfor-
mance of any federated blockchain system is heav-
ily influenced by the structure of its underlying 
FBAS. In the following, we give an informal over-
view of what an FBAS actually is, introducing key 
concepts and terminology. We defer to works such 
as [2] for a more in-depth exploration of the topic.

An FBAS constitutes of a set of nodes. Each 
node is associated with an individual description 
of which groups of other nodes it requires agree-
ment from. In practice, nodes are configured in 
this way by the individuals or organizations that 
operate them (typically, their “owners”). Con-
figurations can be based on arbitrary consider-
ations. For example, an operator might choose 
to include nodes of operators that he subjective-
ly “trusts”, or nodes belonging to organizations 
that he strongly wishes to remain “in sync” with. 
A quorum set is a handy format for configuring 

an FBAS node. In their most simple form, quo-
rum sets define a group of nodes along with a 
threshold value that denotes how many of the 
constituent nodes must be in agreement. Figure 2 
illustrates this abstract definition with an exam-
ple FBAS. Depicted are the quorum sets of five 
nodes9 (on the right) and a heuristic graph repre-
sentation of the resulting FBAS10.

In the example, node 0 requires agreement from 
both nodes 1 and 2, whereas node 1 requires agree-
ment from at least two nodes out of the set {0,2,3}. 
At least one of the combinations {0,2}, {0,3}, 
{2,3} must agree on the same (valid) value in or-
der for node 1 to accept and eventually confirm 
that value. In a federated blockchain system, the 
value typically corresponds to the contents of the 
next blockchain block.

Informally, an FBAS enables liveness for a consen-
sus protocol like SCP if, when honoring the config-
urations of all nodes, the consensus protocol is able 
to make progress, e.g., extend a blockchain with 
new blocks. FBAS nodes agree on new values only 
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when sufficient nodes in their quorum sets agree on 
the same value. In the above example, node 0 will 
only accept a new block if it is certain than nodes 1 
and 2 will accept it as well. A group of FBAS nodes 
that can by itself agree on new values is called a 
quorum. In the above example, nodes {0,1,2,3} 
form a quorum, but nodes {0,1,2} do not (node 2 
wouldn’t be satisfied). Sets of nodes that intersect 
every quorum in an FBAS are known as blocking 
sets. If all nodes in a blocking set crash or become 
uncooperative, no quorums can be formed and live-
ness is necessarily lost. In the above example, {2} 
is already a blocking set.

In order to guarantee safety, i.e., that no two sets 
of nodes agree on conflicting values, an FBAS 
must enjoy quorum intersection. This means that 
each two quorums should share at least one com-
mon node. Lack of quorum intersection in an FBAS 
can, for example, lead to forks and double spends. 
A splitting set is a set of nodes that can, if mali-
cious, compromise quorum intersection, by lying 
about node configurations and accepted values. In 
the above example, {0, 1, 2} form a splitting set and 
could pull off such an attack, causing nodes 3 and 4 
to diverge from each other.

An important part of FBAS analysis consists in 
determining minimal blocking sets and minimal 
splitting sets, thereby giving a lower bound for the 
number of nodes that need to be compromised for 
liveness or safety to become threatened. Identifying 

11 https://github.com/wiberlin/fbas_analyzer

the relevant sets is a computationally intensive task. 
We developed algorithms and a comprehensive anal-
ysis framework11 to be able to perform analyses ef-
ficiently [2].

Perhaps more interestingly, however, we also un-
covered that minimal blocking sets and some of the 
most impactful minimal splitting sets are formed 
out of a group of nodes that is usually significant-
ly smaller than the whole node population of an 
FBAS. We call this group of nodes the top tier of 
an FBAS – the group of nodes that are exclusive-
ly relevant for determining FBAS-wide liveness 
buffers. In the FBAS shown in Figure 3, the top 
tier T is formed by the nodes T := {0,1,2,3,4}. In 
terms of its most important properties, the complex 
FBAS from Figure 3 is identical to the much sim-
pler one from Figure 2. For example, a failure of 
node 2 would still halt the whole system ({2} be-
ing a blocking set) and a group of nodes as small 
as {0,1,2} can still, by themselves, split the system 
and cause a blockchain fork.

Figure 2: An example FBAS (V,Q) with nodes V = {0,1,2,3,4} and quorum sets Q (on the right) defined 
in an informal manner. Also depicted (on the left) is a heuristic graph representation of the FBAS.

Quorum sets (informal):

Q(0): all nodes in {1, 2} must agree

Q(1): 2 nodes out of {0, 2, 3} must agree

Q(2): 3 nodes out of {0, 1, 3, 4} must agree

Q(3): 3 nodes out of {0, 1, 2, 4} must agree

Q(4): 3 nodes out of {0, 1, 2, 3} must agree

FEDERATED BloCKCHAIN SYSTEMS \ 8
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4 Are Federated Blockchain Systems “Centralized”?

12 See also our recent report on the MobileCoin network [3].
13 As a consequence, {3, 5} and {4, 5} would become minimal blocking sets and 2 of the 3 minimal quorums of the FBAS 

would include node 5.

Previous works such as [9] have noted that the Stellar 
network, the largest federated blockchain system de-
ployed today, exhibits strong signs of centralization. 
Based on our own analysis of the Stellar network and 
others12 , we conclude that federated blockchain sys-
tems naturally develop small top tiers that become 
defining for the systems’ core safety and liveness 
properties [2]. To a large extent, top tier nodes are the 
only ones playing a relevant role in consensus – just 
like validator nodes in a permissioned system. We 
argue, however, that it is not only the existence and 
size of a top tier that determines “centralization”, but 
also the dynamism of that group’s membership, i.e., 
whether it is feasible for lower-tier nodes to rise to 
top-tier status and whether underperforming or mis-
behaving top-tier nodes can be effectively ejected 
from their privileged position. Our formal analysis 
in [2] concludes that changes to the top tier are a sig-
nificant challenge if the residing top tier is opposed 

to them and lower-tier node operators prioritize safe-
ty when configuring their nodes.

And yet, the composition of a federated system’s top 
tier can be significantly more dynamic than the set 
of validators of a typical permissioned system. The 
reason is that top tier nodes in a federated block-
chain system can make individual decisions about 
who should be able to influence consensus, while 
validators in a permissioned system are bound to a 
global configuration that must be the same for all.

Consider the example in Figure 4. Nodes 0–4 form 
a top tier. Any one of these nodes’ operators can, 
if he believes it’s a good idea, change his node’s 
configuration to elevate node 5 to top tier status as 
well. For example, node 0 could be reconfigured 
so that it needs agreement from 4 nodes out of 
{1,2,3,4,5}13.

Quorum configurations (informal):

Q(0): all nodes in {1, 2} must agree

Q(1): 2 nodes out of {0, 2, 3} must agree

Q(2): 3 nodes out of {0, 1, 3, 4} must agree

Q(3): 3 nodes out of {0, 1, 2, 4} must agree

Q(4): 3 nodes out of {0, 1, 2, 3} must agree

Q(5): 2 nodes out of {1, 2, 6} must agree

Q(6): node 5 must agree, and 1 node out of {2, 3}

. . .

Figure 3: A more complex example FBAS (V,Q) with nodes V = {0,1,…,24,25} and the values of Q (on 
the right) defined in an informal manner. Also depicted (on the left) is a heuristic graph representa-
tion of the FBAS. Through analysis, it can be shown that nodes 0–4 form the top tier of (V,Q).
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The operator of a validator node in a classical per-
missioned system14 doesn’t have this level of auton-
omy. For illustration, note that the federated system 
implied by the original configurations of nodes 0–4 
from Figure 4 is identical to a classical permissioned 
system with 5 validators (nodes 0–4) and the thresh-
old rule “4 nodes out of {0,1,2,3,4} must agree”. In 
order for node 5 to become a validator in such a per-
missioned system, nodes 0–4 must accept a new glob-
al configuration such as “5 nodes out of {0,1,2,3,4,5} 

14 More specifically, we are referring here to systems that use a threshold-based consensus protocol with finality, such as 
Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance (PBFT) [23] (an early proposal that has inspired many modern protocols) and Hot-
Stuff [12] (a state-of-the-art protocol optimized for use in blockchain systems).

must agree”. The standard threshold model we repro-
duce here does not offer much more flexibility than 
that for fine-tuning a validator’s importance. Existing 
validators would need to be persuaded (or coerced) 
by a non-technical governance body to accept the 
new global configuration, or they might vote on it 
“on the blockchain”. In any case, gathering support 
for such a change might be hard if validators (respec-
tively the individuals or organizations behind them) 
have different opinions about node 5.

5 Can Permissioned Systems be Improved?

Permissioned blockchain systems are significantly 
easier to reconcile with sustainability goals than 
their permissionless counterparts, but are often 
written off as being “too centralized”. In summa-
ry of the preceding discussion, we can raise two 
specific criticisms about permissioned blockchain 
systems that are resolved by moving to a similarly 
resource-efficient federated design:

1. It’s not possible to formulate agreement 
rules that are more complex than a single flat 
“m out of n”, for example for giving different 
validators a different weight in consensus.

2. All changes to the agreement rules require 
a coordinated, non-technical intervention 
or at least a majority vote.

Figure 4: An example FBAS (V,Q) with nodes V = {0,1,2,3,4,5} and the values of Q (on the right) defi-
ned in an informal manner. It is sufficient for any of the top tier nodes 0–4 to include 5 in its quorum 
configuration in order for 5 to become a top tier node and thereby relevant for consensus.

Quorum configurations (informal):

Q(0): 3 nodes out of {1, 2, 3, 4} must agree

Q(1): 3 nodes out of {0, 2, 3, 4} must agree

Q(2): 3 nodes out of {0, 1, 3, 4} must agree

Q(3): 3 nodes out of {0, 1, 2, 4} must agree

Q(4): 3 nodes out of {0, 1, 2, 3} must agree

Q(5): all nodes in {1, 2} must agree
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Arguably, these limitations are central to the image of 
permissioned blockchain systems as closed-up, stat-
ic systems. Federated blockchain systems solve these 
limitations. However, they also come with their own 
drawbacks – they are hard to grasp and explain to us-
ers, hard to monitor [2], and require the use of consen-
sus protocols that are, in general, harder to design and 
implement. Also, in cases where a permissioned sys-
tem is already deployed, changing key components 
(such as the consensus protocol) for switching to a 
federated design might not be an easy option.

So is it possible to use ideas from federated block-
chain systems to make permissioned systems more 
open and attractive? It seems that this is the case. 
With respect to criticism 1, Alpos and Cachin [5] 
have recently shown that popular permissioned con-
sensus protocols can be adapted to support arbitrary 
quorum rules. With such adaptations, a permissioned 

system could support all configurations that can be 
expressed as an FBAS.

What about criticism 2? A possible update to a per-
missioned blockchain system is to allow validators to 
change the global configuration in any way they wish, 
without requiring any votes from other nodes, as long 
as the changes impact only the validator’s own role 
in consensus. If a validator gets 2 votes in consensus, 
for example, he should be able to unilaterally change 
the global consensus rules so that some new node gets 
one of its votes from now on. Essentially, we suggest 
that permissioned systems can be designed in which 
each validator is free to make all changes to the glob-
al consensus rules that it would also have been able 
to make if the system was a federated one. Whether 
a change is permissible in this respect can be deter-
mined locally by each validator, for example using an 
adaptation of our analysis methodology from [2].

6 Conclusion

This article is an attempt to introduce the intriguing 
idea of federated blockchain systems to a wider au-
dience. Federated blockchain systems represent a 
middle way approach that can enable high levels of 
decentralization, openness and security at a negligi-
ble ecological cost. We gave an informal overview 
of how they work – how each participant can choose 
simple agreement rules for himself that can, when 
taken together, be used for forming system-wide 
consensus on the state of a blockchain. We also 

discussed how federated blockchain systems differ 
from permissioned systems and how the ideas be-
hind federated blockchain systems can be used for 
making permissioned systems more open. Openness 
to change and new consensus participants can im-
prove the public trust in a deployed blockchain sys-
tem. This might not only increase the acceptance and 
adoption of the specific system but may also, more 
generally, help drive interest away from ecologically 
questionable approaches that are popular today.
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